Two complexity problems in algebraic logic are surveyed: the satisfaction problem and the network satisfaction problem. Various complexity results are collected here and some new ones are derived. Many examples are given. The network satisfaction problem for most cylindric algebras of dimension four or more is shown to be intractable. Complexity is tied-in with the expressivity of a relation algebra. Expressivity and complexity are analysed in the context of homogeneous representations.
Introduction
A basic problem in theoretical computing and applied logic is to select and evaluate the ideal formalism to represent and reason about a given application. Many di erent formalisms are adopted: classical rst-order logic, modal and temporal logics (either propositional or predicate), relational languages, algebraic systems and others. The arguments for and against each of these formalisms has raged for quite some time now, but the criteria for making an objective evaluation have not always been entirely clear.
The issues of complexity (including decidability) and expressive power ought to be fundamental to this debate. If a formalism is undecidable then exact results cannot generally be obtained by a computer, even in principle. Even if it is decidable, if the complexity is high | NP hard say | then in practice the formalism may not be able to give exact solutions unless the problem size is very small. On the other hand, if the expressive power of the language is poor then it may not even be able to represent the problem under consideration. In many cases the trick is to nd the optimal balance between expressive power and complexity.
In this paper we will be looking at the expressive power and complexity of certain algebraic logics: cylindric and relation algebras. These algebras were invented primarily to handle algebraically the study of relations of various ranks. Tarski showed TG87] that relation algebra can act as a vehicle for set theory and hence all of mathematics. Indeed algebraic logic has turned out to have very powerful applications through much of computer science All81, AK83b, AK83a, All84, AH85a, KV86, AH85b, Pel88, Koo89, VKvB89, KL91, LM93, LR93, Hir94a, Hir96, Hir95] and applies to any system that has to handle relations in a non-trivial way. Thus results about the expressive power and complexity of algebraic logics will have wide repercussions in computer science.
The outline of this article is as follows. First we give the basic de nitions of relation algebra, cylindric algebra and the representations of these algebras. We also de ne a network and consider the question as to whether a network embeds in some representation of an algebra | the socalled network satisfaction problem (NSP). The network satisfaction problem is an example of the Supported by SERC grant reference:GR/H46343. Thanks to Ian Hodkinson for correcting important errors in the original draft. constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) but su ciently general to be able to deal with an arbitrary CSP. So here again we see that results obtained for the NSP have applications far beyond. This is followed in section 3 where we give a lower bound to the complexity of the satisfaction problem and give many examples of relation algebras together with some of the known complexity results about them, including some new results obtained here. We also consider the NSP over the minimal four-dimensional cylindric algebra D 4 and show that the complexity of this problem is NP-complete.
Section 4 considers homogeneous representations and gives examples of relation algebras with homogeneous representations and one which has no homogeneous representation. We show that quanti ers can be eliminated in homogenous representations.
In section 5 we expound the notion of an interpretation of one algebraic logic in another. This is used to de ne the expressivity of a relation algebra (or cylindric algebra) and various examples of interpretations are given. There is a basic lemma (lemma 19) which shows that increasing the expressive power of an algebra makes the complexity of the NSP at least as bad.
Interpretations are used in section 6 to show how to reduce a satisfaction problem for one algebra to that of another. For the network satisfaction problem a special interpretation where formulas are de ned by networks is used. The intractability of the NSP for D 4 is generalised using interpretations to show that most representable cylindric algebras of dimension four or more have intractable NSPs. Relation algebras can be interpreted in cylindric algebras and this is done to prove the intractability of two relation algebras.
Preliminaries
The results about expressive power and complexity later in this paper apply to various algebraic logics. We deal with the two most important kinds: relation algebra and cylindric algebra.
Relation Algebra
Relation algebras were designed to handle binary relations in an algebraic way. Let us rst de ne a proper relation algebra | a concrete structure with binary relations | and then give the de nition of an abstract relation algebra.
De nitions
A eld of sets F is a set of subsets of some domain X such that F contains the empty set, F contains some biggest set 1 F (not necessarily equal to X) and F is closed under nite unions and taking complements relative to 1 F . A proper relation algebra (PRA) 1 is a domain (D) together with a eld of binary relations (B) over D. B must form a eld of sets (but note that the top element is not necessarily equal to D D) including the identity relation ( = f(d; d) : d 2 Dg) and it must be closed under the operations of taking converse and composition. Just in case these operations are not familiar, the converse of a binary relation r (written r^) is de ned to be f(d; e) : (e; d) 2 rg and the composition of two binary relations r; s (written r; s) is de ned to be f(d; e) : 9x 2 D; (d; x) 2 r^(x; e) 2 sg. Now we move on to the algebraic approach. The algebraic counterpart of a eld of sets is a boolean algebra and it is a theorem Sto36] that every boolean algebra is isomorphic to a eld of sets. For proper relation algebras, the algebraic counterpart is called a relation algebra, though the correspondence between relation algebras and proper relation algebras is not as close. 1 We may use PRA either as an abbreviation for`proper relation algebra' or to stand for the class of all proper relation algebras.
Simplicity A is called simple if any homomorphism either is an isomorphism or it maps A to the trivial relation algebra where 0 = 1. It can be shown that A is simple if and only if it satis es the axiom 1; a; 1 = 1 for all non-zero a 2 A. Every relation algebra can be decomposed as a subdirect product of simple relation algebras (called the components) and the relation algebra is representable if and only if all the simple components are representable JT48]. For a simple relation algebra, every representation is a disjoint union of square representations and thus a simple, representable relation algebra always has a square representation. In this paper, unless otherwise stated, we assume that all relation algebras are simple and that all representations are square.
Structural properties of relation algebras have been studied carefully, for example in J 82] and an overview of the theory of relation algebras can be found in Mad91a, J 91] . For a good history of the study of relation algebra try Mad91b].
Cylindric Algebra
For higher order relations we use cylindric algebra. Let be any ordinal | mostly nite, here. Corresponding to a proper relation algebra we de ne a cylindric set algebra of dimension which is, roughly, a eld of -ary relations.
De nitions
If U is a set and an ordinal, U denotes the set of functions from to U. A subset of U is called an -ary relation on U. D denotes the set of all elements y of U such that y( ) = y( ). Given an -ary relation X on U de ne C X to be the set of all elements of U that agree with some element of X except, perhaps, on its 'th co-ordinate. A cylindric set algebra of dimension consists of a set S of -ary relations on some domain U forming a eld of sets and containing the diagonal elements D ( ; < ) and closed under the cylindri cation operators C ( < ). The class of all cylindric set algebras of dimension is denoted Cs . A cylindric algebra is said to be representable if it is isomorphic to a subdirect product of cylindric set algebras. Such an isomorphism is called a representation. RCA denotes the class of all representable cylindric algebras of dimension . The reader is not required to know about subdirect decompositions to follow the rest of this paper. As with relation algebras, a cylindric algebra is simple if and only if it has no proper, non-trivial homomorphic images. A nite dimensional, simple cylindric algebra is representable if and only if it is isomorphic to a cylindric set algebra HMT85]. The diagram below may help with the geometric interpretation of the operators. The axioms, above, are valid over cylindric set algebras but, again, not every cylindric algebra is representable.
As with relation algebras, in a cubic representation X, we have X(1) = D where D is the domain. A simple, representable cylindric algebra always has a cubic representation.
Languages
For both relation and nite-dimensional cylindric algebra there is a very natural, rst-order language corresponding to an algebra (see McK66] ). Let A be any relation algebra, and let L = L(A) be the rst-order language with one binary predicate symbol for each element of A. We use the same symbol for an element of A as for the corresponding binary predicate in L(A). This will not lead to ambiguity: for a 2 A, if we write a(x; y), we are thinking of a as a relation symbol, but if we write simply a, we are thinking of a as an element of A. De ne an L-theory, T A to consist of all of the following: Id = 8x; y Id(x; y) $ (x = y)]
: for each R; S; T 2 A with _ (R; S; T) = 8x; y R(x; y) $ S(x; y) _ T(x; y)]
: R = S _ T : (R; S) = 8x; y 1(x; y) ! (R(x; y) $ :S(x; y))] : R = ?S conv (R; S) = 8x; y R(x; y) $ S(y; x)] : R = S^ ; (R; S; T) = 8x; y R(x; y) $ 9z(S(x; z)^T(z; y))] : R = S; T It is clear that an L-structure is essentially a representation of A if and only if it is a model of
Similarlyif C is an n-dimensional cylindric algebra we can de ne a rst-order language L = L(C) with one n-ary predicate symbol for each element of C. Again, if a 2 C and we just write a we are thinking of it as an element of the cylindric algebra but, for any n-tuple of variables x 0 ; : : :; x n?1 , the formula a(x 0 ; : : :; x n?1 ) treats the symbol a as an n-ary predicate of the language L(C). As with relation algebra we can de ne an L-theory T C in such a way that an L-structure is a representation of C if and only if it is a model of T C . As well as the boolean axioms for relation algebra ( _ (R; S; T) : R = S _ T; : (R; S) : R = ?S; R; S; T 2 C) there are two other axiom schemes:
: i; j < n i = 8 x c i a( x) $ 9y a( x i ! y])] : i < n where, here and throughout, x is taken to be an n-tuple of variables (x 0 ; : : :; x n?1 ) and x i ! y] is the n-tuple obtained by replacing x i by y in x.
We can use these rst-order languages to give an estimate of the expressive power of an algebraic logic. Before considering complexity, we need to de ne a network. This issue of complexity then arises when we consider the network satisfaction problem.
A network N is said to be satis able if there is a homomorphism h from N to some representation X of A. So h maps the nodes of N to points in the representation in such a way that (h(m); h(n)) 2 X(N(m; n)) for any nodes m; n 2 N.
By the network satisfaction problem (NSP) we refer to the problem of deciding whether a given network is satis able in any representation, or not. A variant of this is the problem of deciding whether a network is satis able in a particular representation. If X is a representation we may refer to the network satisfaction problem over X. Given that the relation algebra is nite, the existence of a transitively closed labeling is a necessary, but not always su cient, condition for the satis ability of N (see the pentagonal algebra, section 3.2 for a case where not all transitively closed atomic networks are satis able. See HH97a] for an analysis of what happens in the in nite case). Let k be a natural number. A network N is called k-consistent if for each subnetwork M of N with less than k nodes there is a transitively closed labeling of M.
For a nite, n-dimensional cylindric algebra C the de nitions are quite similar, though the concept is less frequently used. A cylindric C-network (or just network) N is a nite set of nodes D and a function f : n D ! C. As before we often refer to the nodes and the function by the same symbol N. A network N for an n-dimensional cylindric algebra C has labels on each n-tuple of nodes. When we wish to draw attention to this fact we may refer to N as an n-dimensional C-network, or just an n-dimensional network. Accordingly, a network for a relation algebra, where edges are labeled, may be termed a 2-dimensional network, though for the most part we will just refer to networks and determine their dimensions from the context. The other de nitions concerning networks are mostly unchanged for cylindric algebra. Now for any relation algebra A we have de ned the rst-order language L = L(A) with one binary predicate for each element of A. A network N corresponds to a certain quanti er-free L-formula N ( x) where x is a sequence of variables with one variable x n corresponding to each node n of N. Here is the de nition:
Recall that N(m; n)(x; y) uses N(m; n) as a binary predicate symbol from the language L(A).
Clearly N is satis ed in a representation X exactly when X; h j = N ( x) for some assignment h to the free variables. This is equivalent to X j = 9 x N ( x). Thus, we can de ne a sublanguage L Net of L consisting of all such formulas L Net (A) = f N ( x) : N is an A-network g: Similar de nitions can be made for nite-dimensional cylindric algebras.
Complexity
We consider two satis ability problems leading to two di erent complexity measures: the satisfaction problem and the network satisfaction problem. Given a nite, or at least recursively de nable, relation algebra A, the rst problem, called the satisfaction problem, is to take an arbitrary L(A)-sentence and nd out whether holds in any representation of A. Equivalently the problem is to say whether T A f g is consistent or not. The time complexity and space complexity of such problems are de ned in any textbook on complexity e.g. AHU74, vL94] .
The network satisfaction problem (NSP) is a restriction of the satisfaction problem. Here, the problem is to decide whether an L(A)-sentence of the form 9 x N ( x) (for some A-network N) holds in some representation of A. This is equivalent to asking whether N embeds in some representation of A.
Complexity of the satisfaction problem
The complexity of the satisfaction problem is generally quite high.
THEOREM 1 Let A be any representable relation algebra with jAj > 2. The satisfaction problem for A is PSPACE-hard.
PROOF:
We reduce the quanti ed boolean formulas (QBF) problem to the satisfaction problem for A. QBF is known to be PSPACE complete vEB94, page 41]. So, let be any quanti ed boolean formula using only propositional variables p 0 ; : : :; p k?1 . We de ne a L(A)-formula in such a way that for any boolean valuation v there is a representation X of A and an assignment v to the free variables of such that v( ) = > if and only if X; v j = . Moreover, it turns out that if is satis able in any representation of A then it is satis able in all representations of A. has k + 1 variables w > ; w 0 ; : : :w k?1 and is obtained from by replacing every quanti er 9p i by 9w i (and 8p i by 8w i ) and all instances of p i are replaced by Id(w i ; w > ) (i < k). So, for example if = 8p 0 9p 1 (p 0 ! :p 1 ) then = 8w 0 9w 1 (Id(w 0 ; w > ) ! :Id(w 1 ; w > )). Since jAj > 2 it follows that any representation X of A has jXj > 1. Pick any two distinct points x > ; x ? 2 X. Given a boolean valuation v we can construct an assignment to the variables v by letting v (w > ) = 
2
The proof that the satisfaction problem is always PSPACE hard was fairly trivial. For many relation algebras it may be possible to prove a higher complexity or even that the satisfaction problem is undecidable.
PROBLEM 1 Find a relation algebra A such that the satisfaction problem is undecidable over A. Or, even better, nd A such that the network satisfaction problem is undecidable over A.
Complexity of the network satisfaction problem for various relation algebras
Here we introduce some well-known relation algebras: the point algebra, the Allen interval algebra, the left-linear algebra, the containment algebra and the metric point algebra of DMP91] and others. Each of these has had wide application in temporal reasoning, databases and planning (e.g. AK83b, DM87, Pel88, Hir96, Hir95] etc.). We give the complexity of the network satisfaction problem for each case if it is known and refer to a new result for the complexity of the NSP for the left-linear relation algebra, the proof of which is deferred to a later section.
Before giving the examples it should be noted that all but one of the relation algebras, below, are nite and all are atomic. The axioms for relation algebras include a distribution rule but in fact it is possible to derive from these axioms an in nite distribution rule a; (
and a similar rule for distribution from the right and for distribution of converse over arbitrary disjunctions. It follows that the composition table for an atomic relation algebra is determined by the compositions of the atoms. The converse of an arbitrary element can also be calculated if the converses of all the atoms are known. Using this, an element of an atomic relation algebra may be identi ed uniquely by the set of all atoms beneath it: a 7 ! f 2 At(A) : ag In this view each element of an atomic relation algebra is a set of atoms. Thus if a 2 A and 2 At(A) we will write 2 a rather than a.
Each non-atomic element will now be denoted by the set of atoms beneath it. The atoms are now just singleton sets f g, but we will simply write for an atomic element like this. A 0 2 This relation algebra is very similar to A 2 but the composition The Point Algebra P has three atoms: Id; < and >. 1 = fId; <; >g, the identity is Id (selfconverse) and the converse of < is >. Composition is de ned by the table below.
; Id < > Id Id < > < < < 1 > > 1 > Any square representation of P must be a dense linear order without endpoints and so the rational numbers with their usual ordering embed in any representation of P and any countable, square representation must be base-isomorphic to the rationals. So the general NSP and the NSP over X (any given square representation X) are equivalent. It turns out that any transitively closed network is satis able in the rationals and so the network satisfaction problem for P has cubic complexity (see VK86] with an important correction A representation of this is more di cult to de ne but it is determined by a dense partial order, left linear, densely branching and without any endpoints (see section 4.1). This relation algebra should be useful for modeling ows of time which branch into the future, but where the past is xed. We will show later (theorem 9) that although a non-zero transitive closure does not guarantee that an L-network is satis able, there is a p-time algorithm to test consistency. The Containment Algebra The Allen interval algebra has a subalgebra C with ve atoms: Id contained-in' = f starts, during, endsg contains' = fstarts^; during^; ends^g \ =`intersects' = fmeets, overlaps, meets^; overlaps^g # =`disjoint' = fprecedes, precedes^g: One way of nding a representation of C is to take any representation of I and then take the restriction to C. Thus, two intervals are related by the atom`contained-in' if and only if they are related by f starts, during, endsg. A more general way of building a representation of C is to take any uncountable set S and Here we have an example where the network satisfaction problem and the NSP over X can be di erent. There is an example of an atomic network (below) taken from LM88, page 41] which does not embed in any representation of the Allen interval algebra but it does embed in the representation based on the atomless boolean algebra. THEOREM 2 Let X be a square representation of B 7 . There is a set S and a baseisomorphism from X onto B(S).
PROOF:
Let X be any square representation of B 7 . Let X 0 ; X 1 be disjoint, baseisomorphic copies of X. For each x 2 X, let x 0 2 X 0 ; x 1 2 X 1 be the elements of the copy representations corresponding to x. Let D = X 0 X 1 and let be the smallest binary relation on D such that for all x; y 2 X:
is an equivalence relation (x; y) 2 X(fst; Idg) ) x 0 y 0 (x; y) 2 X(fm^; swg) ) x 0 y 1 (x; y) 2 X(fm; swg) ) x 1 y 0 (x; y) 2 X(fId; eg) ) x 1 y 1 Now let S = D= , let d] be the equivalence class of d 2 D. The mapping where, for all x 2 X, x 7 ! ( x 0 ]; x 1 ]) is a base-isomorphism from X to a representation of B 7 to a domain consisting of all pairs from S. 2 COROLLARY 3 B 7 is weakly !-categorical i.e. all its countably in nite, square representations are base-isomorphic to B 7 (!). COROLLARY 4 A B 7 -network N is satis able if and only if it is satis able in B 7 (!).
PROOF:
Let N be satis ed in some representation X. By the theorem, X is baseisomorphic to B(S), for some set S. So let h embed N in B(S). Now let be any injection from S into !. Then h is an embedding of N in the representation
3.3 Complexity of the network satisfaction problem for one cylindric algebra
Here we de ne the simplest possible four-dimensional cylindric algebra D 4 . We'll show how to reduce the Hamiltonian circuit problem to the network satisfaction problem over D 4 and thus that the latter problem is NP-hard. Later, when we develop the machinery of interpretations, we will be able to use this result to show that most cylindric algebras of dimension four or more have an NP-hard NSP. The results obtained here are similar to results found in Hir94b] where a certain type of relation algebra (called a pair algebra) is shown to have NP-hard NSP.
Recall that, for C 2 CA 4 , a C-network N is a set of nodes, N 1 , and a map N 2 : (N 1 ) 4 ! C.
De nition of D 4 D 4 is the simplest possible non-degenerate four-dimensional cylindric algebra, being the minimal algebra generated by the diagonals. It has fteen atoms listed below, the indices i; j; k; l range over 0; 1; 2; 3 and all indices are constrained to be distinct. Let h be a homomorphism from N into some representation X of D 4 . Let be any injection from h(N) (= fh(n) : n 2 Ng X) into X ! . Then h is a homomorphism of N into X ! and so N is satis ed in X ! .
2
The elements of D 4 become quartic relations in a representation, but we can also think of them as binary relations on pairs. For any representation X of D 4 , let us call a pair of points (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 X an interval if x 1 6 = x 2 . Below we identify and name certain elements of D 4 that relate two intervals (x 0 ; x 1 ) and (x 2 ; x 3 ). Id = eq ff02g;f13gg same = eq ff02g;f13gg _ eq ff03g;f12gg starts = eq f02g ends = eq f13g meets = eq f12g
As with relation algebra we will use the notation whereby a non-atomic element of D 4 is written as the set of atoms beneath it. Thus we will write same = feq ff02g;f13gg ; eq ff03g;f12gg g. It remains to show how to perform the construction in part 3. Let N be any consistent D 4 -network and S N N be any set of intervals such that for distinct intervals s 6 = t 2 S we have N(s; t)^same = 0. We show how to extend N to N + so that N + includes an interval f = (f ? ; f + ) and for any homomorphism h from N + to a representation X, we have (h(f ? ); h(f + ); h(s ? ); h(s + )) 2 X(same) for some interval s = (s ? ; s + ) 2 S. (Or h(ff ? ; f + g) = h(fs ? ; s + g) in X). Also we show that for any s 2 S there is a homomorphism g from N + to some representation Y such that (g(f ? ); g(f + ); g(s ? ); g(s + )) 2 Y (same). The size of this extension will be bound by a polynomial in jNj. f st nishes at one or the other endpoint of w (so it can't be disjoint from both s 0 and t 0 ) and the second constraint forces f st to be equal to either s 0 or t 0 . For any homomorphism h mapping N into a representation X it is possible to extend h to a homomorphism h + of N + into X so that (h + (f st ) = h + (s 0 ) but it is also possible to choose the extension h + so that h + (f st ) = h + (t 0 ).
Also, for any homomorphism g from N + into a representation Y , the interval f st must map under g to the same interval as one or other of s and t, though possibly in the reverse direction.
We now have a set of new nodes of the form f st , about half as many as we started with, and if fs; tg \ fu; vg = ; then f st and f uv still share at most one endpoint in any model of N. Therefore we can repeat the whole procedure and construct new nodes f stuv that must coincide with one of f st or f uv i.e. they coincide with one of s; t; u or v. This process is repeated about log(n) times until there is a single node f. Any homomorphism of N + makes f the same as one of the intervals in S (though perhaps in the reverse order) and for each interval s 2 S there exists a homomorphism of N + making f be the same as s.
Returning to the construction of N(G), part 3, this is done for each of the intervals f i . Each interval f i can consistently be the same as any edge of G 0 but must always be the same as some edge of G 0 , in a model based on G 0 , and because there is no constraint imposed between the f i s it is possible to assign the intervals f 0 ; : : :; f n?1 to any sequence of edges from G 0 .
If the original graph G has n nodes then M has no more than 2n 2 nodes (two for each edge of G 0 ). One iteration of the construction of M + adds on no more than n 2 4 extra nodes and the total number of nodes added in the construction of each f i is bound by 4n 2 P logn j=0 ( 1
Homogeneous Representations
The concept of homogeneity is relevant to our discussion of expressive power because, as we'll see shortly, any rst-order formula is equivalent to a quanti er-free formula over this type of representation. Put roughly, in a homogeneous representation the context of any nite substructure is always the same. Thus, for example, the network satisfaction problem becomes context free and this may reduce the complexity of the problem.
De nition
A local isomorphism of a relational structure X is a nite map : x ! X preserving all the relations. If X is a representation of a relation algebra A, where we have only binary predicates, this means that for all a 2 A, for all x i ; x j 2 x (x i ; x j ) 2 X(a) , (x i ; x j ) 2 X(a) Since Id 2 A this forces a local isomorphism to be injective.
A base-automorphism of a relational structure X is a permutation of the domain of X, preserving all the relations | i.e. a base-isomorphism from X onto itself. The baseautomorphisms of a relational structure form a group. X is said to be n-transitive 3 if any local isomorphism of size n or less extends to a baseautomorphism of X.
If X is n-transitive for all n 2 N we call X homogeneous.
It is not hard to check that for any formula ( x), any base-automorphism of X and any tuple of elements a 2 X, X j = ( a) , X j = ( ( a)):
Examples of homogeneous representations
All relation algebras mentioned here are de ned in section 3.2.
Any square representation of A 2 is homogeneous. To see this, observe that a local isomorphism of a square representation is any nite, one-one map. Such a map can always be extended to a permutation of the domain, which is a base-automorphism of the representation.
The representation of P based on the rationals Q is, perhaps, the classic case of a homogeneous representation. For this, note that a local isomorphism is any nite, order preserving map from Q to Q. It is always possible, using a back and forth construction, to extend such a map to a full base-automorphism of Q.
Another standard example of a homogeneous representation is the random graph, considered as a representation of A 3 . The representation of I based on ordered pairs of rational numbers is also homogeneous.
We'll prove this later using the idea of an interpretation (lemma 17). Thus, a representation of L can never be 3-transitive, and hence can't be homogeneous. However L does have a 2-transitive, countable representation X. A construction of this representation can be found in AGN94, pages 640{642] together with a reference to an earlier construction D 91], pages 12{13. Formally, the domain of the representation X is Q = S n2(Nn0) ( n Q). Let f 2 n+1 Q and g 2 m+1 Q. The pair (f; g) 2 X(<) if and only if 1. n m and f j j n n = g j j n n and 2. if n < m, then f(n) g(n); if m = n, then f(n) < g(n). There are two important properties of this representation that follow from the composition table for L. Firstly let (x; y) 2 X(<). x and y are not endpoints and there is a branch in between them. So there are points x 0 ; x 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 ; x 4 as in the diagram. A quanti er free type (or qf-type for short) ( x) is a maximal consistent set of atomic formulas using only the variables x. We do not include negated atomic formulas in , but recall that the language L(A) has one binary predicate symbol for each element of A. So if a(x; y) is an atomic L-formula then so is (?a)(x; y).] Using these de nitions we can equivalently express in disjunctive normal form. Thus it is required to prove that 9y V (y; x) is equivalent to a quanti er-free formula for any quanti er-free type (y; x). If X 6 j = 9y9 x V (y; x) then 9y V (y; x) ?, over X | certainly quanti er-free.
So suppose for some b; a 2 X we have X j =^ (b; a)
(1) Let j j n x ( x) (y; x) be the subset of (y; x) consisting of those formulas that do not use the variable y. Clearly j j n x ( x) is a quanti er-free type.
Claim : 9y V (y; x) is equivalent, over X, to V j j n x ( x). Proof of claim: Let c 2 X. Trivially, if X j = 9y V (y; c) then X j = V j j n x ( c). For the converse, suppose X j =^ j j n x ( c):
Since, by 1, we also have X j = V j j n x ( a) it follows that the map : a 7 ! c is a local isomorphism. By the homogeneity of X, extends to a base-automorphism + of X. Thus X j = V ( + (b); + ( a)) and therefore X j = 9y V (y; c). Hence 9y V (y; x) is equivalent to the quanti er-free formula V j j n x ( x), as required.
2. The proof is similar but with a nite relation algebra, for any rst-order, quanti erfree formula ( x) there are only nitely many quanti er-free types ( x) with ` . Also ( x) is a nite set so V ( x) is a nite conjunction. In this way we can prove that any formula is equivalent, over a homogeneous representation, to a quanti er-free formula with only nite conjunctions and disjunctions i.e. a rst-order quanti er-free formula. 2 While we are thinking about quanti er elimination we include another theorem which gives a connection between relation algebras and 3 variable logic. Here we do not assume that a representation is homogeneous.
THEOREM 8 Let A be a relation algebra and let L(A) be the corresponding rst-order language.
Any formula (u; v; w) is uniformly equivalent to a quanti er-free formula (u; v; w). That is, the two formulas are equivalent in any representation of A. which is quanti er-free. 2
Similarly, for an n-dimensional cylindric algebra C, every L(C)-formula (w 0 ; : : :; w n?1 ) using only n variables is equivalent to a quanti er-free formula.
Complexity of NSP over L
Now that we have a representation of the left-linear algebra L and now that transitive representations have been de ned we return to the complexity of the NSP over L. THEOREM 9 There is an algorithm with quintic complexity that decides whether an L-network is satis able or not.
PROOF:
Let N be an L-network. We give an upper bound on the complexity of the network satisfaction problem in terms of the number of nodes in N, say jNj = n. If N is satis able then there is an embedding h mapping N into some representation X of L. To calculate E (S) it su ces to let i go up to n = jNj only as the sequence S; E(S); : : :E i (S); : : : is monotonic and must have reached a xpoint in n steps. So E (S) can be calculated in O(n 3 ) time.
Now if h is an embedding of N in X mapping a to a minimal element x 0 , then each point in E (fag) (written E (a) henceforth) must also map to x 0 . For every other point m from N the relation from m to each e 2 E (a) must include > (by the de nition of E(S)). Therefore if x ? is any point in X with x ? < x 0 then the map h 0 which is identical to h on N n E (a) but maps E (a) to x ? , is a consistent embedding of N in X. Thus if there is an embedding which maps a to a minimal point, then there is also an embedding which maps E (a) to a minimal point x ? and every other node of N maps to a point strictly bigger than x ? .
Let us de ne a unary predicate L(x) on the nodes of N thus: Corresponding to the second alternative, where N 0 is not path connected, we introduce the predicate Split(N; P; Q). Split(N; P; Q) holds if P and Q are disjoint, non-empty subnetworks of N whose nodes jointly cover N (so N is the disjoint union of P and Q) and for all p 2 P; q 2 Q we have # 2 N(p; q). are linearly ordered in some way. Now observe that N splits in some way if and only if N # is not connected | which can be calculated in O(n 2 ) time. If N does split, components P; Q can be found by letting N be the disjoint union of P and Q where P and Q are disconnected in N # .
This leads to the following de nition, which is used to de ne an algorithm to test satis ability. An algorithm to test satis ability is obtained by taking a network N with jNj > 1 and seeing if it matches the left hand side of formula 5 in which case it is not satis able. Otherwise it matches the antecedent of either formula 3 or 4. If it matches the left hand side of formula 3 for some a 2 N then, recursively, check the consistency of N n E (a). The result of this consistency check decides the consistency of N. Finally, if N satis es the left hand side of formula 4 for some P; Q then recursively check the consistency of P and Q to decide the consistency of N. Note that there may be several di erent a 2 N matching the antecedent to formula 3 and several P; Q matching the antecedent to formula 4, but it doesn't matter which choice is made for the recursive call, as we have two-way implications in the de nition of Sat so if any a matches the left hand side of formula 3 and the recursive call leads to the conclusion :Sat(N) then there is no need to backtrack and try other nodes b or to try matching with formula 4.
To see that the algorithm is correct suppose, inductively, for any network N of size less than k that Sat(N) holds if and only if N is satis able. This is true for k = 1. Now let N be a network with k > 1 nodes. If N is satis able let h be an embedding of N into some representation X. Either h maps N to some connected structure which means that there is some least point a and inductively Sat(N n E (a)) holds.
So, by formula 3, it follows that Sat(N) holds too. Or h maps N to a disconnected structure, in which case N is a disjoint union of some P and Q with Split (N; P; Q) and inductively Sat(P) and Sat(Q) hold. By formula 4 Sat(N) must hold in this case too.
Conversely, if Sat(N) holds then either the antecedent of formula 3 or 4 holds.
For formula 3 we have L(a)^Sat(N n E (a)) for some a 2 N. Inductively, there is an assignment h : N n E (a) ! X for some representation X. We can extend the assignment h to N by mapping all the nodes in E (a) to some point in X less than all the points h(E (a)). That such a point exists follows from the fact that X is connected and has no endpoints. Thus we have an assignment for N. In formula 4, if Split(N; P; Q) and Sat(P)^Sat(Q) holds for some P; Q N then, inductively again, there are assignments ; mapping P and Q respectively into some representations. By the note on page 17 we can suppose that : P ! X; : Q ! X for some 2-transitive representation X. Here we only need 1-transitivity. Let p ? be any point in X less than all the points in (P) and let q ? be a point less than each point in (Q). Find any point p # such that q ? and p # are incompatible ((q ? ; p # ) 2 X(#)).
The mapping : p ? 7 ! p # is a local isomorphism of size one. By transitivity, this extends to a base-automorphism + of X. Now, de ne an embedding h of N in X to be ( + ) . h maps N so that points from P are all incompatible with points from Q, but the relations between points in P is the same as it was under and the relation between points in Q is given by . Thus we have a consistent assignment to N. Now we check the complexity of the algorithm. Formula 4 replaces the problem of nding whether N is satis able or not by a test on the consistency of two subnetworks. So at a given stage the algorithm may have several networks under consideration, N i i < k say. De ne a non-negative variable s = P i<k (jN i j ? 1). Initially s = jNj? 1.
Each operation of the algorithm reduces the value of s. Each step has complexity at most O(n 4 ) and so the complexity overall is bound by O(n 5 ). 2
In view of equation 5 in the de nition of Sat in the proof of the previous theorem, it is quite easy to nd an L-network that is transitively closed but not satis able. Indeed, for each k > 0 we can construct a k-consistent, unsatis able L-network L. The nodes of L are n 0 ; : : :; n k?1 . The labeling is de ned by L(n i ; n i+1 ) = f<; #g (i < k ? 1); L(n k?1 ; n 0 ) = f<; #g and for i; j < k with ji ? jj 6 = 0; 1(mod n), let L(n i ; n j ) = f<; >g. If L i is the subnetwork of L obtained by the removal of a single node n i then L i has a least node, namely n i+1 and all subnetworks of L i also have least nodes. Therefore L i is satis able and so L is k-consistent. However L is unsatis able as it has no least node and cannot split into two components. This is of some interest as the most common technique for showing that the network satisfaction problem is tractable is to show for some xed k, that k-consistency implies satis ability. For the relation algebra L, however, there is no such k. Nevertheless the network satisfaction problem has quintic complexity (at worst) for L.
Interpretations
The concept of an interpretation, quite well-known to model theorists, is used here to formalise how one relation algebra is capable of expressing another, and it is also an important tool for problem reduction. Thus if a representation X of one relation algebra has an interpretation in a representation Y of a second relation algebra, then we can reduce the satisfaction problem over X to that of Y . So interpretations form the principal tool for taking a known complexity result for a xed relation algebra and generalising the result to several other relation algebras.
The reader who wishes to nd out more about interpretations is referred to Hod95]. Many of the de nitions and some of the results in this section are taken from Hodges' book and made appropriate here for algebraic logic.
Interpretations have been used very successfully before with relation algebras. For example in AGN94] representable relation algebras are interpreted in semi-groups to prove that the equational theory of various classes of relation algebras is undecidable. The equational theory under consideration there is written in the language of relation algebras i.e. the rst-order language with constant and function symbols (0; 1; _; ?; Id;^; ; ). In this article we x one relation algebra A and consider properties that may hold in the representations of A, for example which networks embed in a representation of A. So the language under consideration here is the rst-order, relational language L = L(A). We also associate an L-theory T A (see section 2.3). The representations of the algebra A coincide with the models of the theory T A . Similar languages and de nitions were given in section 2.3 corresponding to a xed, nite-dimensional cylindric algebra. Below we de ne an interpretation between models of such theories. Interpretations can easily be generalised to cover languages with constants and function symbols, but this is not required here.
De nitions
Let K and L be relational languages, let K be a K-theory and L be an L-theory. Let M; N be models of K ; L respectively. An n-dimensional interpretation ? of M in N is a triple ( ; @; f) where is a translation map of the atomic K-formulas into L-formulas, @ 2 L is the domain formula and f is a co-ordinate map. Formally, 
The pair ( ; @) constitute a translation from K to L and if ? 0 = ( ; @; f 0 ) is any interpretation of a K-structure in an L-structure we'll say that ? 0 is based on the translation ( ; @). If the translation map is recursive we'll say that any interpretation ? based on ( ; @) is recursive. If K is a nite language then any translation map from K to L is recursive. A translation map can be extended so that it is de ned on arbitrary K-formulas, not just atomic ones. 
PROOF:
Now the rst part really is a consequence of lemma 11. Here we check only con- Note Because we require that the translation ( ; @) is total, the de nition of expressivity e ectively quanti es over all representations of A. In other research in this area, however, it is often the case that the expressive power of a relation algebra over a restricted class of representations or indeed a single representation is considered. Several authors have studied the expressive power of some of the examples below over linear ows of time or intervals from a linear ow (e.g.
VKvB89]).
If X and Y are classes of representations of A; B respectively then we can generalise the de nitions so that a translation ( ; @) is left total over (X; Y) if every representation in Y is the interpretation (based on ( ; @)) of a representation in X. There are similar de nitions for right total and total translations over (X; Y). Y expresses X in n dimensions if there is an n-dimensional translation ( ; @), total over (X; Y).
Examples of Interpretations
All the relation algebras used here are de ned in section 3.2.
1. Consider the point algebra P and the Allen interval algebra I. Let X be the natural representation of P over the rationals and let Y be the representation of I as ordered pairs of rational numbers. There are several possible one-dimensional interpretations of X in Y .
For example de ne ? 1 = ( 1 ; @ 1 ; f 1 ) by 1 : Id P 7 ! fId I ; ends; ends^g (ends together) < 7 ! fprecedes; meets; overlaps; starts; duringg (ends before) > 7 ! fprecedes^; meets^; overlaps^; starts^; during^g (ends after) and a non-atomic element is mapped to the union of the images of the atoms inside it. The domain formula @ 1 is de ned to be truth and the map f 1 takes an interval (p; q) and maps it to its endpoint q.
2. I expresses P in one dimension. To see this we'll show that the translation ( 1 ; @ 1 ) in the previous example is total. For right-totality, let X be any representation of P, so X is a dense linear order without endpoints. Make a representation Y of I whose domain consists of all pairs (x; y) from X with (x; y) 2 X(<) (brie y x < y). Then let Y (overlaps) = f(u; v); (x; y) 2 Y : u < x < v < yg and represent the other twelve atoms in a similar, natural way. As in the previous example there is a one-dimensional interpretation of X in Y , based on the same translation as in example 1. Thus ( 1 ; @ 1 ) is right-total. For left-totality check that ( 1 ; @ 1 ) satis es equations 7 to 11 of theorem 14. f 2 takes a pair x 1 ; x 2 2 X with x 1 < x 2 and maps them to the interval (x 1 ; x 2 ) 2 Y . 4. Similarly, it can be shown that P expresses I in two dimensions. 5. Let X be the representation of P based on the rationals and let Y be the representation of the metric point algebra M also having domain Q (see page 11). There is a one-dimensional interpretation ? 3 = ( 3 ; @ 3 ; f 3 ) of X in Y . To de ne the domain let @ 3 (w) = (w = w).
Translate the three atoms of P by 3 : Id P 7 ! 0; 0] < 7 ! (0; 1) > 7 ! (?1; 0) and let f 3 (q) = q, for all rationals q.
6. Surprisingly perhaps, the metric point algebra M cannot express P in one dimension, at least the translation de ned in part 5 won't work and it is hard to imagine that any other one will do better. Although any countable representation of P (and many of its other representations too) has a one dimensional interpretation in some representation of M this is not always the case for uncountable representations. Representations of P are all dense linear orders without endpoints, whereas representations of M have the further property that the topology generated by the open intervals has a metric. It is not, in general, the case that this topology on an arbitrary dense linear order has a metric.
7. There is a two dimensional, total translation from B 7 to the two-atom algebra A 2 . The domain formula is @(x 0 ; x 1 ) = ](x 0 ; x 1 ) which demands that a pair of points is distinct. The translation of the seven atoms is natural, for example (Swap)(x 0 ; x 1 ; y 0 ; y 1 ) = Id A2 (x 1 ; y 0 )Î d A2 (x 0 ; y 1 ). The other six atoms translate in a similar way.
8. The Allen interval algebra I cannot express the containment algebra C in one dimension.
To indicate why this is the reader will have to glance ahead at some of the results that follow. Suppose that ( ; @) is a one dimensional translation of C in I. It is a theorem of LM94] that I has only one countable representation, up to base-isomorphism, and we will see (corollary 18) that this is homogeneous. Looking ahead to lemma 16 we can take ( ; @)
to be a quanti er-free, one dimensional translation. Since the identity of I is an atom, the domain element @ must be equivalent to truth. Thus by lemma 15, de nes an injection from C into I respecting the operations of converse and composition. Next, we claim that the only injection from C into I respecting^and ; is the natural inclusion map (e.g.`contained-in' maps to f starts, during, ends g.) To prove this claim observe that because ? respects composition and converse, (1 C ) must be an equivalence element e of A i.e. it satis es e = e; e = e^. But I has only the following equivalence elements: Id I ; 1 I , f starts, Id, starts^g and f ends, Id, ends^g. Thus (1 C ) can only be 1 I as all the other equivalence elements contain less than ve atoms, preserves _ and is injective. Hence maps C to a subalgebra of I and it is fairly routine to check that I has only one subalgebra with ve atoms. So for any L(C)-formula we have ( ) = .
Let X be a countable representation of C based on an atomless boolean algebra, de ned on 6 Interpretations and problem reduction
In this section we will show how interpretations can be used to take known complexity results and apply them to other algebras. First, we tie-in the de nitions of expressive power with the complexity of the satisfaction problem in the following lemma.
LEMMA 19 Let A and B be nite relation algebras and let B express A in n dimensions. The satisfaction problem for A reduces to the satisfaction problem for B in linear time. Thus the complexity of the satisfaction problem over B is at least as high as the complexity of the satisfaction problem over A. 
Reducing the NSP for relation algebras
Now we obtain some basic results connecting a certain type of expressive power to the complexity of the network satisfaction problem. Whereas previously we translated atomic formulas a(v; w) into arbitrary formulas (a)( v; w), in this section we want to be able to de ne (a) using networks. Consider (a^b) rst. The required network to de ne it is L = M( p; q; r)N ( p; q; r 0 ) (where p; q; r and r 0 are mutuallydisjoint sequences of nodes). (a^b)( x p ; x q ) is equivalent (by lemma 10) to (a)( x p ; x q )^ (b)( x p ; x q ). This is assumed equivalent to (9 x r ) M ( x p ; x q ; x r )^(9 x r 0 ) N ( x p ; x q ; x r 0 ) which is equivalent, by de nition of L, to (9 x r ; x r 0 ) L ( x p ; x q ; x r ; x r 0 ). So (a^b) is de nable by a network.
M( q; p; r) can be used to de ne (a^)( x p ; x q ).
To de ne (a; b) by a network, let P be the network M( p; q; r)^N( q; s; t) where all sequences of nodes are mutually disjoint. Then (a; b)( x p ; x s ) is equivalent to (9 x q ; x r ; x t ) P ( x p ; x q ; x r ; x s ; x t ). 2 THEOREM 21 1. Let A be a nite relation algebra and let ( ; @) : A ! B be an n-dimensional, total translation. If the domain formula @( x) and the translated formulas (a) : a 2 A are de nable by networks then the network satisfaction problem for A reduces in quadratic time to the network satisfaction problem for B. Notes:
1. The complexity of the reduction in the theorem is quadratic in terms of the number of nodes of N. But in terms of the number of edges of N this becomes linear complexity. We do not dwell on this point as in this paper we are only investigating polynomial time reductions and make no ner distinction.
2. The formula (a) needs to be equivalent to a network N(a) for all a 2 A, not just the atoms. For example, there is a two-dimensional interpretation of the Allen interval algebra I in the linear point algebra P in which each of the thirteen Allen atoms gets interpreted as a network of size four, but not all non-atomic elements translate in this way. This shows that the NSP for atomic networks over I has polynomial complexity but proves nothing about the general NSP for I. This is hardly surprising as the NSP for I is NP-hard while the NSP for the point algebra has cubic complexity, so there can be no reduction, unless P = NP.
3. Taking the argument a little further, using the two-dimensional interpretation of I in P, the Allen relations that can be de ned by networks are often called the pointizable relations.
Consider the NSP over I where we impose the restriction on the networks that all the labels of the edges are pointizable interval relations. The proof of theorem 21 shows that this problem reduces to the NSP over P and hence has polynomial complexity. (In fact it has cubic complexity). However, research of NB94, Lig94] shows that a very much larger set of Allen relations can be used to label networks while preserving tractability. In a separate paper we aim to investigate Ligozat's concept of preconvexity to generalise this work to cover relation algebras not based on a linear order.
COROLLARY 22 If B expresses A in one dimension using a quanti er-free translation then the network satisfaction problem for A reduces in linear time to the network satisfaction problem for B.
PROOF:
We are assuming that there is a one-dimensional, quanti er-free, total translation ( ; @) from A to B. Thus, for all a 2 A the quanti er-free formula (a)(x; y) is equivalent to b(x; y) for some b 2 B. This is equivalent to a network N with two nodes p; q and N(p; q) = b. 2 6.2 Intractability of NSP for CA n (n > 3)
Let n > 3 and let C be an n-dimensional cylindric algebra. In this section we'll show that, provided every satis able C-network is satis ed in a representation of size at least ve, the network satisfaction problem is always NP-hard over C. Recall from theorem 6 that the NSP for D 4 is NP-complete and from lemma 5 that any satis able D 4 -network is satis ed in the countable representation X ! . First, the reduction theorem.
THEOREM 23 Let C and D be nite cylindric algebras. If there is a total, one-dimensional, quanti er-free translation from C into D then the network satisfaction problem for C reduces, in linear time, to that of D.
PROOF: As corollary 22. 2
So if there is a total, one-dimensional, quanti er-free translation from D 4 into C for some cylindric algebra C then the network satisfaction problem for C is also NP-hard. We will prove this complexity result for virtually every cylindric algebra of dimension 4 or more, but we have to use a condition on the translation that is slightly weaker than totality. The next de nition is constructed specially to help with the following theorem and is not used elsewhere.
De nition Let n 4, let A and B be any countable, simple n-dimensional cylindric algebras and let ( ; @) be a translation from L(A) to L(B). Clearly boolean combinations of the diagonals will also be interpreted correctly, so ? is an interpretation based on ( ; @).
Similarly, for any in nite, cubic representation X of D 4 there is a representation Y of C with jY j = jXj. As above we can nd an interpretation ? based on ( ; @) of X in Y .
2 THEOREM 25 The network satisfaction problem is NP-hard for any nite cylindric algebra C of dimension greater than 3 provided every satis able C-network can be satis ed in some representation of C of size greater than ve.
PROOF:
The proof works be reducing the network satisfaction problem for D 4 to the NSP over C. (N) is, strictly, a 4-dimensional network where every 4-tuple is labelled by an element of C. Now the dimension n of C may be greater than 4 and the network satisfaction problem for C deals with ndimensional C-networks. However a four-dimensional network (N) may be considered as a degenerate form of an n-dimensional one as follows. If a = (a 0 ; : : :; a n?1 ) is an n-tuple of nodes of (N) then set (N)( a) = (N(a 0 ; a 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 )) and this de nes the corresponding n-dimensional C network (N). So any algorithm that solves the NSP over C will tell you if (N) is satis able or not. There is a correspondence between relation algebras and those three dimensional cylindric algebras that are generated by two dimensional elements Mad91a]. We have seen that the following relation algebras have a network satisfaction problem with polynomial-time complexity: A 2 ; A 3 ; P and L. On the other hand M and I have NP-complete network satisfaction problems. The complexity of the network satisfaction problem for the containment algebra C is not known. A necessary and su cient set of conditions for a relation algebra to have a polynomial-time network satisfaction problem would advance the subject considerably. Although some progress has been made towards identifying the relation algebras with polynomial-time NSP an exact characterisation is still some way o .
In this section we give a further application of the work on interpretations by identifying a large class of relation algebras with NP-hard NSPs. Then the network satisfaction problem for A is NP-hard.
The argument is based on the proof of theorem 6. In that theorem the Hamiltonian circuit problem is reduced to the network satisfaction problem for D 4 . Given a graph G, a D 4 -network N(G) is constructed such that G contains a Hamiltonian circuit if and only if N(G) is satis ed in a (4-dimensional) representation of D 4 . Now for any graph G the network N(G) has a special form: the nodes go in pairs n 0 ; n 1 and the only 4-tuples of N(G) which are not labelled with 1 consist of two of these pairs. Also, n 0 ; n 1 are required to be distinct. In this proof we reduce the network satisfaction problem for D 4 restricted to this special form to the (2-dimensional) network satisfaction problem for A. So let N be any D 4 -network with nodes n 0 0 ; n 0 1 ; : : :; n k?1 0 ; n k?1 1 such that N( n) = 1 unless n = (n s 0 ; n s 1 ; n t 0 ; n t 1 ) for some s; t < k N(n s 0 ; n s 1 ; n t 0 ; n t 1 ) (?d 01 ) for any s; t < k (i.e. n s 0 is not equal to n s 1 ).
Recall that the network N corresponds to a D 4 -formula N (x s 0 ; x s 1 : s < k) where the free variables x s 0 ; x s 1 correspond to the nodes n s 0 ; n s 1 . Because N is a four-dimensional network, N has the formŝ 
The two atom algebra A 2 and the seven atom relation algebra B 7 are de ned in the examples, section 3.2. The two-dimensional, total translation from B 7 to the twoatom algebra A 2 (page 27) meets the conditions of the theorem. Take any in nite representation of A 2 to meet the rst requirement in the theorem.
The B 7 -formulas a ij (i; j < 2) are de ned as follows: a 11 = fId A2 ; Startsg a 12 = fSwap ; Meets^g a 21 = fSwap ; Meetsg a 22 = fId A2 ; Endsg: Thus, by the previous theorem, the complexity of the NSP over B 7 is NP-hard.
To show that the complexity lies in NP, given a B 7 -network N, non-deterministically choose an atomic labeling L of N | i.e. for any nodes p; q 2 N; L(p; q) is an atom and L(p; q) 2 N(p; q). Such a labeling is consistent if and only if it's transitive closure is non-zero, which can be checked in cubic time. 2 Next we give an application of this corollary, theorem 21 and lemma 20 to show that the NSP for the Allen interval algebra is NP-complete. In fact the original proof in VK86] is preferable because of its simplicity and elegance, but the method here has wider application. Hence, by theorem 21 part 2, the NSP for B 7 reduces to that of I.
7 Conclusion
In this paper we have analysed the complexity of the satisfaction problem and the network satisfaction problem for various relation algebras and cylindric algebras. The use of interpretations allows us to generalise known results to a wider range of algebras. Nevertheless the complexity map of these algebras is far from complete and we have indicated examples of relation algebras (like the containment algebra) where the complexity is still not known.
Of course for many interesting algebras the complexity is rather high. The problem of isolating tractable fragments of intractable algebras has been investigated for the particular case of the Allen interval algebra in NB94, Lig94], but a general method needs to be found. Another approach to handling intractable algebras is to look for approximate solutions to the network satisfaction problem. The Allen propagation algorithm is a well-known example of this, but the game theoretic methods used in HH97b] may well give more general results in this direction.
